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The contribution of temporal asynchrony, spatial separation, and frequency separation to the
cross-spectral fusion of temporally contiguous brief narrow-band noise bursts was studied using the
Rhythmic Masking Release paradigm~RMR!. RMR involves the discrimination of one of two
possible rhythms, despite perceptual masking of the rhythm by an irregular sequence of sounds
identical to the rhythmic bursts, interleaved among them. The release of the rhythm from masking
can be induced by causing the fusion of the irregular interfering sounds with concurrent ‘‘flanking’’
sounds situated in different frequency regions. The accuracy and the rated clarity of the identified
rhythm in a 2-AFC procedure were employed to estimate the degree of fusion of the interferring
sounds with flanking sounds. The results suggest that while synchrony fully fuses short-duration
noise bursts across frequency and across space~i.e., across ears and loudspeakers!, an asynchrony
of 20–40 ms produces no fusion. Intermediate asynchronies of 10–20 ms produce partial fusion,
where the presence of other cues is critical for unambiguous grouping. Though frequency and spatial
separation reduced fusion, neither of these manipulations was sufficient to abolish it. For the
parameters varied in this study, stimulus onset asynchrony was the dominant cue determining
fusion, but there were additive effects of the other cues. Temporal synchrony appears to be critical
in determining whether brief sounds with abrupt onsets and offsets are heard as one event or more
than one. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1453450#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Lj, 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Rq@DWG#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Multiple cues in sound-source determination

Many scientists have studied the question of how
auditory system parses the acoustic signal so as to pro
the animal with a useful perceptual description of the activ
of individual sound sources~Bregman, 1990, 1993; Darwin
and Carlyon, 1995; Hartmann, 1988; Moore, 1989; Yo
1991!. Bregman~1990! has proposed that the auditory par
ing process is governed by ecologically valid heuristics t
have evolved to exploit the acoustical properties of caus
related sound-producing events. There has been conve
empirical evidence that the auditory system is built to extr
these regularities from the acoustic signal for the purpos
sound-source determination. This has been reviewed by
eral researchers~Bregman, 1990; Darwin and Carlyon, 199
Yost and Sheft, 1993; Yost, 1991!.

No auditory grouping1 cue operates in isolation; rathe
cues act together; sometimes reinforcing each other,
sometimes competing with each other to provide the gro
ings of components upon which the most valid percept
description of the acoustic signal can be built. That cues
have combined effects is a recognized fact and stimula
empirical work some 20 years ago~Bregman, 1978; Breg-

a!This research was presented as part of the first author’s Ph.D. thesis
Psychology Department of McGill University.

b!Reprints are available from Martine Turgeon at ‘‘Behavioural Brain S
ences Centre, School of Psychology, The University of Birmingham, E
baston, Birmingham B15 2TT, UK,’’ where she is currently affiliated. Ele
tronic mail: M.Turgeon@Bham.ac.uk
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man and Pinker, 1978; Dannenbring and Bregman, 19
Steiger and Bregman, 1982!; until recently, there has bee
relatively little subsequent work done on auditory organiz
tion in the presence of multiple cues. One of the main go
of the present study was to further explore the percep
outcome when factors known to either promote the segre
tion or the fusion2 of complex sounds, act together.

Apart from the recognition of multiple cues in soun
source determination, there has been a growing recogn
of the importance of cross-spectral analysis~Yost and Sheft,
1993!. A variety of paradigms have been employed to inve
tigate the cross-spectral integration1 of acoustical informa-
tion: profile analysis~Green, 1988!, modulation detection in-
terference or MDI~Hall and Grose, 1991; Yostet al., 1989!,
comodulation masking release or CMR~Grose and Hall,
1993; Hall et al., 1984!, comodulation detection differenc
or CDD ~McFadden and Wright, 1990!, and more recently,
comodulation masking protection or CMP~Gordon, 1997!.
All of those paradigms are based upon an analysis of ene
across frequency channels, though they differ as to the t
stimuli and measurements used to explore cross-spectra
tegration. For instance, while in CMR the detection of
sinusoidal target signal masked by a modulated noise wi
the same frequency band is improved by the presence
comodulated flanker noises situated in different freque
bands, in MDI the discrimination of the depth of modulatio
of such a target can be impaired by the presence of como
lated sinusoidal maskers of different frequencies. Des
these methodological differences, these paradigms pro
converging evidence that the auditory system is sensitive
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-
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across-frequency correlations in the time-varying pattern
intensity.

B. RMR to study cross-spectral fusion in the context
of multiple cues

The present study uses the rhythmic masking rele
~RMR! paradigm~Bregman and Ahad, 1996, Demonstrati
22; Turgeon and Bregman, 1997! to look directly at the link
between cross-spectral integration and perceptual fusion
RMR, perceptual fusion depends on the use of relati
among the components of the signal in different freque
regions, such as simultaneous onsets and offsets. Figu
schematizes the temporal structure of the stimuli used in
present study. Similar stimuli were used in a prelimina
RMR experiment~Turgeon, 1999!. The results of that experi
ment are useful to introduce the RMR paradigm. They a
provide some predictions as to what should be percei
under different conditions of the present study. When a re
lar sequence of narrowband noise bursts is played in is
tion, a simple rhythm is heard. Such rhythms are percei
upon repeating the successions of short and long inter
shown in the left of panels~a! and ~b! of Fig. 1. While
alternating the short and long intervals shown in the top p
tern ~a! evokes a rhythm with pairs of bursts~Rhythm 1 in
the present study!; cycling the succession of short, lon
long, and short intervals shown in the bottom pattern~b!
evokes a rhythm with triplets of bursts alternating with
single burst~Rhythm 2 in the present study!. In both ex-
amples, sounds that are closer together in time perceptu
group together~Handel, 1989!.

If an irregular sequence of identical sounds is int
mingled among those of the regular one, the rhythm is
longer heard~white bars of the same frequency as the d
bars!. This is because no acoustic property distinguishes
regular bursts from the irregular ones. We refer to the ca
ouflaging bursts as ‘‘maskers;’’ while they do not mask t
regular bursts, they do mask their sequential organizat

FIG. 1. Temporal structures of sequences in rhythmic masking rel
~RMR!. Rhythms 1 and 2 consist of 3.5 replications of the succession
intervals shown at the left of panel~a! and~b!, respectively. They are com
posed of different temporal arrangements of 48-ms noise bursts separat
two possible intervals: 384 and 768 ms. To camouflage perceptually
rhythm, two irregular ‘‘maskers’’ are added in the 384-ms interval and f
in the 768-ms one@see middle of panels~a! and~b!#. The rhythm is masked
because no acoustic property distinguishes the regular from the irre
sounds. The rhythm can be released from masking when ‘‘flankers’’ of
ferent frequencies are added simultaneously to the maskers, as shown
right of panels~a! and~b!. Hearing the rhythm depends on the fusion of t
irregular maskers and flankers.
1820 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 4, April 2002
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that is, the rhythm.3 Together, the rhythmic bursts and th
maskers form the ‘‘masked-rhythm sequence’’~dark and
white bars in the middle portion of Fig. 1!. In the rightmost
portion, narrowband noise ‘‘flankers’’ are added. These
synchronous with the irregular maskers, but located in ot
frequency regions~white bars at the top and bottom of th
masked rhythm sequence!. The prior RMR study has shown
that this causes the rhythm to be ‘‘released from maskin
~Turgeon, 1999!. The release was explained by the fusion
the maskers and flankers that have simultaneous onsets
emergent perceptual properties of the masker-flanker c
plexes ~e.g., a global timbre different from that of eac
rhythmic pulse! allow the listener to distinguish these irreg
larly spaced bursts from the regularly-spaced ones. He
the accurate perception of the rhythm is contingent upon
fusion of the two irregular sequences of maskers and flan
into a single sequence of masker-flanker complexes.

II. EXPERIMENT 1. TEMPORAL LIMITS AND RELATIVE
CONTRIBUTION OF CUES TO THE CROSS-
SPECTRAL FUSION OF NOISE BURSTS PRESENTED
BINAURALLY

Experiment 1 explored the contribution of four acous
cal properties to diotic and dichotic fusion: temporal asy
chrony ~Dannenbring and Bregman, 1978; Darwin and C
cca, 1992!, amplitude modulation~Bregman et al., 1985;
Grose and Hall, 1993! frequency separation~Brochardet al.,
1999; Turgeon, 1994! and dichotic presentation~Hukin and
Darwin, 1995; Kiddet al., 1994!. There is evidence that eac
of these properties influences the cross-spectral integratio
information in a number of phenomena:~i! Temporal asyn-
chrony has been shown to affect MDI by Hall and Gro
~1991!, binaural MDI by Sheft and Yost~1997!, CMR by
Grose and Hall~1993! and McFadden~1986!, CMP by Gor-
don ~1997!, and localization by Woods and Colburn~1992!.
~ii ! The correlation of envelope modulation across freque
has been related to CMR by Grose and Hall~1993!, to di-
chotic CMR by Schooneveldt and Moore~1987!, to MDI by
Yost et al. ~1989!, and to binaural MDI by Sheft and Yos
~1997!. ~iii ! The frequency separation between the signal a
the flanking bands decreases CMR~Schooneveldt and
Moore4!. ~iv! Similarly, the contralateral presentation of th
flanking bands relative to the signal decreases CMR~Schoo-
neveldt and Moore, 1987! and reduces MDI slightly~Sheft
and Yost, 1997!.

In this study, the asynchrony of onset and offset betwe
pairs of narrow-band flanker bursts symmetrically plac
relative to each masker burst was manipulated. Because
maskers and flankers had the same duration, the onset a
chrony was equal to the offset asynchrony; hence only
magnitude of the stimulus onset asynchrony~SOA! will be
mentioned. The ecological validity of temporal synchro
for sound-source determination combined with the conve
ing evidence that it is a very powerful grouping cue~Darwin
and Carlyon, 1995!, including a prior RMR experiment~Tur-
geon, 1999!, led us to the following hypotheses:~i! Synchro-
nous maskers and flankers should fully fuse to yield RM
independently of their frequency separation (DF), whether
or not the flankers are presented in the same or contrala
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ear as the maskers;~ii ! SOA should significantly decreas
fusion for both the diotic and dichotic presentation of co
current maskers and flankers; and~iii ! SOA, DF and con-
tralateral presentation should reinforce each other in favo
the segregation~i.e., diminishing the fusion! of the concur-
rent maskers and flankers.

Another important goal was to estimate the tempo
asynchrony required to abolish the fusion of concurr
sounds situated in different frequency regions. For con
nience, we refer to such an asynchrony as ‘‘SOA thresho
though we do not suggest that it applies to synchrony per
it is rather an ‘‘event-segregation threshold,’’ that is, the SO
necessary to perceive brief sounds close together in time
separate events. A last objective was to compare the cr
spectral fusion resulting from correlated amplitude fluctu
tions at different temporal scales, namely the slow amplitu
changes at the macro scale of the whole sequence~i.e., on-
sets and offsets! with the faster ones at the micro scale with
each sequential component~AM !.

Grose and Hall~1993! wanted to know whether a corre
lated pattern of AM was sufficient to induce CMR. Althoug
it was shown to induce CMR when the onsets of correla
masking and flanking bands were simultaneous, the C
was considerably decreased when they were asynchron
in fact, a 50-ms SOA between the on-signal band and
flanking bands completely abolished CMR. Note that
asynchronous bands were comodulated during their perio
overlap. These results are consistent with those of McFad
~1986! who found that SOAs between 3-to-15 ms abolish
CMR. This suggests that the effect of a common AM
CMR is contingent upon the perceptual fusion evoked
sounds that come on synchronously or slightly asynch
nously. From these CMR results, as well as those of a p
RMR experiment~Turgeon, 1999!, the rhythm was expecte
to be released from masking whenever the irregular mas
and flankers were fully temporally overlapping, despite
combined action of many segregating cues: different ear
presentation and largeDF ’s. Though uncorrelated AM
within the brief overlapping portions of the masker a
flanker bursts was expected to diminish their fusion, a
hence RMR, it was not expected to abolish it.

A. Methods

1. Subjects

There were 18 listeners who were naive to the purp
of the experiment. All listeners had normal hearing for t
250–8000 Hz frequency range, as assessed through a
air-conductance audiometric test.

2. Stimulus generation and presentation

All stimuli were synthesized and presented by a P
compatible 486 computer, usingMITSYN Version 8.1 signal
processing software~Henke, 1990! and a 16-bit digital-to-
analog converter. The rate of output was 20 000 samples
second. Signals were low-pass filtered at 5 kHz using a
amplitude ~Butterworth! response with a roll-off of 48 dB
octave. Listeners sat in a sound-attenuating test chambe
listened to stimuli presented through Sony NR-V7 he
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 4, April 2002
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phones. Stimuli were presented diotically, dichotically
monaurally, depending on condition. The rms level fluc
ated slightly across the sequence due to random samplin
the noise components. The level of a 1-kHz pure tone eq
in intensity to the mean rms of the noise bursts of t
masked-rhythm sequence and of the flankers~measured as a
pair! was calibrated at 60 dB SPI, using a General Ra
Company Type 1565-B~‘‘B’’ weighting, slow!. The experi-
ment was run on-line with the help of aMAPLE Version 2.0
program~Achim et al., 1995! usingASYST Version 4.00 soft-
ware.

3. Structure of sequences

Listeners were asked to discriminate two rhythms, p
sented as a sequence of noise bursts. These were made
difficult or impossible to discriminate by the insertion o
maskers placed randomly in the time intervals between th
These were identical in all respects to the rhythmic com
nents. Both of the rhythms were formed of the same se
long and short time intervals, but in a different arrangeme
One cycle of each rhythm is shown in the left portion
panels~a! and~b! of Fig. 1. The long intervals were twice th
duration of the shorter ones~short5384 ms; long5768 ms!.
Whereas Rhythm 1 repeated the sequence of intervals, s
long, short, and long, three and one-half times, Rhythm
repeated the sequence short, long, long, and short, three
one-half times. Figure 1 shows that there were two rand
maskers in the short interval, and four, in the long one. T
temporal positions of the maskers were random from cycle
cycle. Except in the case of the no-flanker controls, th
maskers were accompanied by noise bursts~‘‘flankers’’ ! situ-
ated in other frequency regions~see the white bars above an
below the central sequence in the right portion of Fig.!.
The rhythm started at a variable time after the start of
irregular masking and flanking noise bursts and ended
variable time before the irregular maskers and flank
stopped, keeping the total duration of the sequence cons
across trials. This ensured that correct rhythm identificati
did not result from the use of attentionally driven strateg
exploiting local cues~e.g., listen for the short interval at th
beginning of the sequence!.

4. Structure of individual bursts

All the noise bursts~forming the masked-rhythm se
quence and flankers! were 48-ms long, including a 8-m
quarter-sine onset and a 8-ms reversed-quarter-sine o
Each burst was obtained by multiplication of an independ
1-to-100 Hz, 48-ms-long, nominally flat noise sample by
pure tone. This procedure yielded a 200-Hz-wide nomina
flat noise band centered at the frequency of the tone. E
independent noise sample was created by the summatio
closely spaced sinusoids~1-Hz apart! in randomly selected
phases. The rhythmic and masker bursts were centere
1700 Hz. The flankers were two 200-Hz-wide noise bands
ms in duration, equally distant from the central maski
band. TheDF between the maskers and each of the t
flankers was either 619 Hz or 1238 Hz. Hence, the mask
1821Turgeon et al.: RMR and cross-spectral fusion
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and flankers were always in different critical bands, as m
sured in equal rectangular bandwidths~Glasberg and Moore
1990!.

The amplitude fluctuation within each masker, due to
randomness of noise, could both be either correlated w
that of its corresponding flanker burst, or not. The mask
and flankers that had correlated envelopes were obtaine
using the same noise sample. This sample was multiplied
sinusoids of different frequencies to obtain masker a
flanker bursts with different center frequencies. The rand
intensity changes were correlated throughout the overlap
portion of asynchronous maskers and flankers. This was
duced by the method used to synthesize them. This invo
the starting of the noise samples for the masker and flan
bursts at the same time, while triggering the gain control
the intensity of the delayed burst, only after the asynchro
time of a given condition. Different noise samples were us
to obtain uncorrelated maskers and flankers. The orde
presentation of the noise samples within the regular and
regular sequences was randomly varied across trials. Fur
more, a masker burst could be delayed or advanced rela
to its two temporally adjacent flanking bands~there was an
equal likelihood of each for any masker and flanker burs!.
The amount of overlap between the maskers and flan
varied from full to none; that is, the SOA was either 0, 1
24, 36, or 48 ms. The masked rhythm and the flankers co
either be presented together to both ears~diotic! or separately
to the two ears~dichotic!. While for the former, the no-
flanker control was diotic, for the latter, it was monotic.

5. Procedure

The listeners had to judge which of the two rhythms w
embedded in the sequence and how clearly it was heard
5-point scale. They were instructed to use the lowest cla
rating of ‘‘1’’ when guessing. The other values of the sca
corresponded to the following degrees of perceived clarity
the identified rhythm: ‘‘2’’ stood for ‘‘very unclear,’’ ‘‘3’’ for
‘‘unclear,’’ ‘‘4’’ for ‘‘clear,’’ and ‘‘5’’ for ‘‘very clear.’’ Lis-
teners were familiarized with the procedure and brought
high level of performance on non-masked sequences. T
were then trained on masked sequences. To yield a st
performance, there were two practice sessions that prov
feedback about accuracy of rhythm identification. Feedb
continued to be provided throughout the subsequent sess
The order of presentation of the different conditions was r
domized across trials, except for the diotic and dichotic on
which alternated across sessions. For the dichotic sess
the listeners were instructed to direct their attention to o
ear, namely that of the masked rhythm.

6. Design
a. Independent variables.The center frequencies of th

masking and flanking bands were either 619 or 1238
apart. The maskers and flankers were either presented in
ears or spatially separated through dichotic presentat
their asynchrony was 0, 12, 24, 36, or 48 ms. The temp
envelope of each masker was either correlated or not, w
that of its overlapping flanker bursts. This was thus a 232
1822 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 4, April 2002
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3532 within-subject design with eight replications per ce
A no-flanker condition was added to verify that the rhyth
was masked in the absence of any flanker.

b. Dependent variables.The accuracy of rhythm identi
fication as well as the perceived clarity of the identifi
rhythm served as a measure of the fusion1 of the flankers and
maskers. This was based on the assumption that fusion
not all-or-none, but that higher degrees of fusion would le
to greater ease in distinguishing the rhythmic bursts from
irregular ones. We used the sensitivity measure ofd8 ~Mac-
Millan and Creelman, 1991, p. 8! and estimated SOA thresh
olds from the fitting of psychometric functions to proportio
correct~PC! scores~Weibull, 1951!. We also used a measur
that weighted the accuracy by the rated clarity of the ide
fied rhythm; this weighted-accuracy scale~WA! was more
sensitive to the effect of weak cues than were ‘‘pure obj
tive measures of accuracy.’’ For instance, while the PC a
d8 scores did not show any significant difference for rap
envelope correlations, the WA scores revealed some sig
cant ones for nearly synchronous stimuli. Because it captu
weak effects well, WA was used to evaluate the relat
weight of cues in favoring fusion. On the other hand, t
fitting of Weibull functions to PC scores were more suited
evaluate the temporal limits for sound-event segregat
Lastly, the detection measure,d8, provided a conservative
index of the most critical properties in cross-spectral fusi
since those were the ones most likely to affect the discr
inability of the rhythm~signal!. Individual response biase
were also estimated~MacMillan and Creelman, 1991, p. 32!.

B. Results and discussion

1. Measure of sensitivity to the target rhythm

Rhythm detectability and response bias~d8 andc! were
computed according to standard detection the
procedures.5 The WA scores were obtained by multiplyin
the absolute clarity rating of the listener on a 5-point scale
11 when the rhythm was correctly identified, and by21,
when it was not. This yielded a scale ranging from25 to
15. Because there were two units separating21 from 11
~versus 1 unit between all other adjacent values of the sca!,
0.5 was subtracted from the original clarity ratings to yie
an equal-interval weighted-accuracy scale ranging from
24.5 ~incorrect ‘‘very clear’’! to 14.5 ~correct ‘‘very
clear’’!. This equal-interval scale was required for the ana
sis of variance~ANOVA ! of the WA scores, in the presen
case, a 4-way within-subject ANOVA. Note that none of t
statistical assumptions to perform that ANOVA was violate
including that of the normal distribution of the WA scores

Each individual subject’s SOA threshold was determin
from the best-fitting ‘‘Weibull’’ function ~Weibull, 1951!.
Figure 2 shows Weibull psychometric functions for subje
CB for the diotic conditions with a 619-HzDF @continuous
curve in panel~a!# and a 1238-HzDF @dashed curve in pane
~a!# and for the dichotic conditions with a 619-HzDF @con-
tinuous curve in panel~b!# and a 1238-HzDF @dashed curve
in panel ~b!#. Each of these functions minimizes the me
square estimate of error for the proportion of correct~PC!
rhythm identifications as a function of SOA. For each co
Turgeon et al.: RMR and cross-spectral fusion
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dition, the mean of the within-subject Pearson-coeffici
correlation~r! between the fitted function and the data poin
was at least 0.92. The threshold estimates were thus base
reasonably good fits of the PC data. Because there was
little difference between the PC scores obtained for
maskers and flankers with a correlated and uncorrelated
velope~mean PC of 0.72 and 0.69, respectively!, the Weibull
function was estimated from the PC scores collapsed ac
the two levels of envelope correlation.

The mean PC score obtained for the presentation of
masked rhythm alone~i.e., the no-flanker control! was 0.518,
and the standard error~SE! for the 18 subjects was 0.015
The meand8 was 0.132, with a SE of 0.129@see Fig. 3~b!;
the size of the SE corresponds to that of the cross symb#.
This performance was close to chance levels; hence, in
absence of flankers, the rhythm was perceptually mas
Given the continuous feedback about rhythm-identificat
accuracy, these results demonstrate that no attention
driven strategies were able to overcome masking.

There was no evidence for individual bias towards eit
of the two rhythms (0.5,c,0.5), except for one listene
who was biased towards Rhythm 2 (c,21). Given that
there was no consistent response bias for 17 out of 18 lis

FIG. 2. Onset asynchrony~SOA! psychometric functions for subject CB fo
DF5619 Hz ~solid lines! and for DF51238 Hz ~dashed lines!, for diotic
~a! and dichotic~b! conditions. SOA thresholds are taken as values yield
a proportion correct of 0.75.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 4, April 2002
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ers, it appears that the power of the statistical comparis
was not diminished by response bias.

2. Temporal resolution for event perception and
rhythm discriminability

The threshold estimates of listener CB~see Fig. 2! were
representative of those found for the 18 listeners. Panel~a! of
Fig. 3 shows that the largest mean SOA threshold of 25.3
(SE51.8 ms) was obtained for the diotic condition with th
smaller 619-HzDF. This was followed by the diotic condi
tion with the largerDF of 1238 Hz ~mean521.8 ms, SE
51.5 ms!, the dichotic condition with the 619-HzDF
~mean520.1 ms, SE of 2.3 ms! and the dichotic condition
with the 1238-HzDF ~mean510.8 ms, SE51.6 ms!. Since a
larger SOA threshold indicates that it was easier for
flanker to capture the masker into a common perceptual u
it is concluded that cross-spectral fusion diminished with f
quency separation as well as with the difference in the la
alization induced by dichotic presentation. The largest m
SOA threshold of 25.3 ms suggests that within the range
conditions of this experiment; an asynchrony of 25 ms tr
gers the perception of temporally contiguous sounds as s
rate events. However, smaller asynchronies can abolish
fusion in the presence of other cues, such as frequency s
ration and/or dichotic presentation. This is compatible w
the near chance level of performance found for SOAs o
least 24 ms@see Figs. 3~b! and 4#.

Figure 4 shows the WA scores as a function of SOA w
DF @panel ~a!#, and envelope correlation and dichotic pr

FIG. 3. ~a! Mean onset asynchrony~SOA! thresholds for rhythm discrimi-
nation as a function ofDF and binaural mode~ear of presentation!. ~b!
Rhythm sensitivity as a function ofDF and binaural mode. Higher thresh
olds and higherd8 values represent higher degrees of fusion of the mask
and flankers. Data have been collapsed across the two levels of env
correlation. Standard errors~SE! are shown; for the no-flanker control, it
size corresponds to that of the cross symbol.
1823Turgeon et al.: RMR and cross-spectral fusion
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sentation@panel~b!# as parameters. As can be seen, the W
scores exhibit the same general trends as the rhyt
discrimination measure (d8) shown in panel~b! of Fig. 3.
However, while rapid correlated amplitude changes wea
increased fusion for periods of 36 and 48 ms of overlap@see
solid versus dotted line at SOAs of 0 and 12 ms in Fig. 4~b!#,
they did not make the rhythm more discriminable than
their uncorrelated counterparts, as estimated by both PC
d8 scores. Accordingly, the results in Fig. 3 have been c
lapsed across the two within-burst envelope correlations

3. Relative contribution of cues to fusion: Description
of the trends for WA scores

a. Interaction effects.Figure 4 shows that the weak e
fect of correlation of rapid intensity changes within ind
vidual bursts depended on SOA~only present for synchro
nous or nearly synchronous stimuli!, on a largeDF and on
dichotic presentation. This is consistent with the four-w
significant interaction, at the 5% level@F(4,68)52.78, p
50.03#. Similarly, that the effect ofDF depended on both
the SOA value and dichotic presentation@see Fig. 3~b!# is
reflected by the significant three-way interaction betwe
these factors@F(4,68)53.85, p50.007#. Frequency separa
tion interacted with both SOA@F(4,68)518.07, p,1025#
and the mode of presentation@F(1,17)525.36, p
50.0002#. There was also a two-way interaction betwe
SOA and the mode of presentation@F(4,68)512.08, p
,1025#. This indicates that the difference in WA betwee
the diotic and dichotic stimuli depended on the value
SOA: though there was a difference in WA at 0 ms; it w
larger at 12-ms SOA and was basically absent at 36-ms
48-ms SOAs; this held at bothDF ’s @see Panels~a! and ~b!

FIG. 4. Mean weighted accuracy~WA! as a function of SOA for maskers
and flankers.~a! The parameter isDF, and the data have been collaps
across the two levels of envelope correlation and presentation~diotic/
dichotic!. ~b! The parameters are presentation mode and envelope cor
tion, and the data have been collapsed across the twoDF ’s. Higher WA
scores represent higher degrees of fusion of the maskers and flankers
error bars represent61 SE.
1824 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 4, April 2002
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of Fig. 4#. The fact that neitherDF, nor dichotic presentation
had an effect at SOAs of 36 and 48 ms is probably due
their near chance-level performances; that is, these async
nies by themselves appear to abolish fusion. The results
gest that the effect ofDF depended on the presence of oth
cues diminishing fusion: an asynchrony and/or dichotic p
sentation. Similarly, dichotic presentation, was not sufficie
unaided by asynchrony and/or a largeDF, to abolish the
fusion of simultaneous or nearly simultaneous sounds.

b. Main effects.Figure 4 shows that WA decreased wi
SOA @F(4,68)5381.22, p,1025#. This held for the diotic
@p,1025# and the dichotic@p,1025# presentation of the
masked rhythm and flankers. This suggests that S
strongly affected fusion. Overall, WA also decreased w
DF @F(1,17)562.45, p,1025#; this held for the diotic
@p50.004# and dichotic stimuli@p,1025#. This figure also
shows that cues reinforced each other in diminishing fusi

Figure 5 provides another way to look at the interacti
between cues which appear to weakly diminish fusion
small temporal separation of 12 ms, a large frequency se
ration of 1238 Hz and spatial separation through dicho
presentation. In the absence of frequency and/or spatial s
ration, a 12-ms asynchrony only weakly diminished fusi
~white bar!; this is shown by its mean WA of 3.5, indicatin
that the correctly identified rhythm was rated on average
‘‘clear.’’ Adding one of these cues~second set of bars!, and
the two of them~black bar! progressively diminished fusion
more, to the point of almost abolishing it. The black b
shows a mean WA around 1.5, that is, when three cues a
together, the correctly identified rhythm was rated on aver
as ‘‘very unclear.’’ This suggests that a group of cues c
have a synergetic action in diminishing fusion, though ea
by itself diminished fusion only weakly.

III. EXPERIMENT 2. TEMPORAL LIMITS AND
RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF CUES TO THE CROSS-
SPECTRAL FUSION OF NOISE BURSTS
PRESENTED IN FREE FIELD

Experiment 2 was designed to generalize the results
experiment 1 to free field presentation. Using the RMR pa

la-

The

FIG. 5. Synergetic action of cues favoring segregation: a small SOA o
ms, dichotic presentation, and a largeDF of 1238 Hz. The degree of fusion
of the maskers and flankers separated by a 12-ms SOA decreases
number of cues favoring segregation increases from one~white bar at left!,
to two ~middle cluster of two bars! to three~black bar at right!. For each
listener, the mean WA scores were obtained from data collapsed acros
two levels of envelope correlation.
Turgeon et al.: RMR and cross-spectral fusion
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digm, it explored the effects of temporal asynchrony, ra
envelope correlation and frequency separation (DF) on fu-
sion. In addition, it manipulated the angular separation
their sources~Du! and estimated temporal thresholds f
event perception in a semi-circular speaker array.

In experiment 1, almost perfect rhythm identificatio
were obtained for synchronous masker and flanker bu
that were dichotically presented over headphones, had un
related envelopes and were widely separated in freque
Based on those results, it was expected that temporal co
dence would fuse the masker and flanker bursts, indep
dently of values of the other cues. Experiment 1 also led
to expect that a SOA of 10–25 ms would lead to their p
ception as separate events, causing the rhythm to remain
ceptually camouflaged. Compared to the slow intens
changes induced by temporal synchrony, the rapid o
within individual bursts were expected to have a negligi
effect on fusion. It was also expected thatDF andDu would
weakly, but consistently, interfere with the perception of t
rhythm; when present together, they should reinforce e
other in diminishing fusion.

A. Methods

There were 18 normal-hearing listeners; 7 of them h
also participated in experiment 1. The synthesis and pre
tation of the stimuli, as well as the procedure were the sa
as for experiment 1, except for a few points exposed bel
The stimuli were presented from an array of 13 loudspeak
situated in the sound-attenuated chamber of Dr. R. Zatorr
the Montreal Neurological Institute~see Fig. 6!. Listeners sat
one meter away from each loudspeaker. The axis of the
ameter of the semicircle, passing through the two end sp
ers ~i.e., from 0 to 180 deg! passed through the axis of th
two ears.

The mean rms level for the rhythmic and masking bur
and for the two flankers~measured as a pair! was calibrated
to be equal to that of a 1-kHz tone presented over the cen
speaker and measured as 60 dB SPL at the central positio
the listener’s head. Due to the constraints of the availa
space and to keep the listeners’ heads immobile, it was
ther possible for them to record their responses directly
the computer after each trial, nor to read the computer sc
for feedback and initiate new trials. Instead, the experime
sat three meters away from the listener, behind the spe
array and close to the computer screen. From that posi
she entered the listener’s verbal response after each
read out the computer’s feedback about whether or not
rhythm was correctly identified, and initiated each new tr
The listeners could neither see the speakers nor the ex
menter during testing. At the beginning of each trial, a 1-k
warning tone was played through the speaker of the mas
rhythm, so that listeners could pay attention to its locati
The listeners’ heads remained fixed facing the cen
speaker, even when their attention was directed to o
speakers.

Experiment 2 presented a new set of noise samples
loudspeakers, rather than over headphones as in experi
1. Furthermore, while in experiment 1, the masker pul
could either precede or follow the corresponding flan
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 4, April 2002
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pulses, in experiment 2, the maskers always preceded
asynchronous flankers. Figure 6 shows that the mas
rhythm and flankers could either be both presented in
central speaker@panel~a!# or at various angular separation
~Du! from it: 60, 120, and 180 deg@panels~b!, ~c!, and~d!#.
For eachDu, the masked rhythm and flankers came fro
speakers that were symmetrically placed relative to the c
tral axis. The choice of which signal to present on each s
of the array was counterbalanced across trials. There w
no-flanker control for each of the fourDu’s, in which the
masked-rhythm sequence alone was either presented in
central speaker or at 30, 60, or 90 deg to the left or to
right of it. The different conditions were randomly present
across trials.

B. Results and discussion
1. Measures of sensitivity to the target rhythm

The degree of fusion of the maskers and flankers w
assessed in the same way as for experiment 1. Becaus

FIG. 6. Semi-circular array of 13 speakers used for the free-field prese
tion of the stimuli. The masked rhythm~illustrated by the single row of
pulses! and the flankers~represented by the double row of pulses! could be
presented in the central speaker of the array~a! or at various angular sepa
rations~Du’s!, namely, 60 deg~b!, 120 deg~c!, or 180 deg~d!. For eachDu,
the speakers of the masked rhythm and flankers were symmetrically pl
relative to the central speaker.
1825Turgeon et al.: RMR and cross-spectral fusion
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mean PC scores, computed across listeners was 0.86 for
related and 0.82 for uncorrelated AM~i.e., they differed by
only 0.04!, the Weibull functions were estimated from the P
scores collapsed across the two levels of envelope cor
tion. For eachDu-by-DF condition, the mean, across liste
ers, of the within-subject Pearson-coefficient correlations~r!
between the fitted function and the data points was at l
0.9.

2. No-flanker controls, performance range and
response bias in rhythm-detection accuracy

The no-flanker control yielded a mean PC of 0.520~SE
of 0.018! and a meand8 of 0.059@SE of 0.089 shown by the
size of the cross symbol in Fig. 7~b!#. This very near chance
level performance verified that the rhythm was masked in
absence of flankers. On the other hand, synchrony fused
tially and spectrally distributed noise bursts. For each 0-
SOA condition, the meand8 was larger than 4.65.

There was no systematic response bias for 17 liste
~i.e., 20.2.c,0.2!. One listener had a slight bias toward
Rhythm 1 for the conditions with and without flankers, thec
values being20.45 and20.38, respectively. Given that 95%
of the listeners had very smallc values, the power of the
statistical comparisons was probably not diminished by
sponse bias.

FIG. 7. ~a! Mean onset asynchrony~SOA! thresholds for rhythm discrimi-
nation as a function ofDF andDu. ~b! Rhythm sensitivity as a function o
DF andDu. Higher thresholds and higherd8 values represent higher degre
of fusion of the maskers and flankers. Data have been collapsed acros
two levels of envelope correlation. Standard errors~SE! are shown; for the
no-flanker control, its size corresponds to that of the cross symbol.
1826 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 4, April 2002
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3. Temporal resolution for event perception and
rhythm discriminability

The SOA-threshold estimates graphed in Fig. 7~a! show
that a SOA between 25 and 45 ms~i.e., from one SE below
the lowest mean threshold to one above the highest o!
abolished fusion. The asynchrony required for the tempo
resolution of brief noise bursts depended on how far ap
they were in frequency@filled versus empty squares in Fig
7~a!#. This was also the case in experiment 1 over he
phones@black versus white bars in Fig. 3~a!#. This first ex-
periment also showed higher thresholds for sounds prese
in both ears versus different ears@left versus right bars in
Fig. 3~a!#. This is consistent with the effect of spatial sep
ration ~Du! on thresholds in this second experiment@Fig.
7~a!#. However, post-hoc pairwise comparisons showed t
the effect ofDu in diminishing fusion~i.e., lowering thresh-
olds! was all-or-none: whether or not sounds came from
same speaker mattered, but how far apart the speakers
in space did not.

4. Relative contribution of cues: Description of the
main trends for WA scores

Figure 8 shows a monotonic decrease in WA scores w
increases in SOA@F(4,68)5324.46, p,1025#. On the

the
FIG. 8. Relative contribution of cues to the fusion of brief noise bur
separated in frequency and in space. Higher WA scores represent h
degrees of fusion.~a! WA as a function of SOA for the twoDF ’s collapsed
across the two levels of envelope correlation and the fourDu’s. ~b! WA as a
function of Du, with SOA as the parameter; data are collapsed across
two levels of envelope correlation and the twoDF ’s. The error bars repre-
sent61 SE.
Turgeon et al.: RMR and cross-spectral fusion
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other hand, frequency separation (DF), spatial separation
~Du!, and envelope correlation affected only weakly fusio
Their combined effect was not sufficient to overcome
powerful effect of synchrony on fusion. The lowest me
WA among the 0-ms SOA conditions was 4. It was obtain
for both the 120 and 180 degDu’s with a 1238-HzDF and
uncorrelated envelopes; this value falls between 3.5 and
which correspond, respectively, to a ‘‘clear’’ and ‘‘ver
clear’’ rating of the correct rhythm. The effect ofDF, Du,
and uncorrelated envelopes was clearest for the cases o
tial fusion that were observed when the maskers and
flankers were partly overlapping~see Fig. 8!. When the fu-
sion of the maskers and flankers was complete, as at 0
SOA, or absent, as at 48-ms SOA, the contribution of a m
weaker cue might be too small for its effect on fusion to
observable. This interpretation is consistent with the tw
way interaction SOA-by-DF @F(4,68)54.18, p50.005#
and SOA-by-Du @F(12,204)55.23, p,1025# showing that
the effects of bothDF and Du depended on the value o
SOA.

5. Unexpected effect of a sequential cue on fusion

Overall, the thresholds found when noise-burst stim
were presented in a free field were higher than those fo
when they were presented over headphones@compare Figs.
3~a! and 7~a!#. A higher threshold means that fusion still too
place at larger SOAs, fusion improving performance in
RMR task. The higher performance of the free-field pres
tation relative to that over headphones was also reflecte
higher absolute mean WA scores across all conditions. T
resulted in ceiling performance at 0-ms SOA and in n
chance-level performance at 36-ms and 48-ms SOAs.
authors suspected that the common magnitude and dire
of SOA in the global sequences of experiment 2—the t
flanker bands were always delayed from the temporally
jacent masker by a given SOA—contributed to fusion o
and above the local magnitude of SOA. To test whether s
a sequential cue favored fusion, a post hoc analysis c
pared the performance at 48-ms SOA against that for
no-flanker control. Since there was no overlap between
maskers and flankers at that largest SOA, a higher degre
fusion could only be due to sequential cues. For eachDu, the
48-ms SOA condition yielded a higher WA than that obtain
for the no-flanker control: the mean WA was almost eq
acrossDu’s, varying from 0.50 to 0.57; for the no-flanke
control, it was only 0.03. The mean PC of 0.64 andd8 of
0.74, obtained at 48-ms SOA were also larger than the P
0.51 andd8 of 0.06 obtained for the no-flanker control. Th
can be contrasted with the near chance level of performa
observed for the bi-directional 48-ms SOA condition of e
periment 1, namely, mean PC of 0.54 andd8 of 0.25. Post
hoc comparisons between the 48-ms SOA and the no-fla
conditions were highly significant@p,1025# for WA, PC,
and d8. This suggests that a constant direction of SOA
fected the scores. It is also possible that an unforeseen
ference between the free-field and binaural contexts affe
performance.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 4, April 2002
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C. Discussion

1. Relative contribution of temporal, spatial, and
spectral separation to the segregation of temporally
contiguous sound events

a. Strong effect of cross-spectral correlation of slo
varying intensity changes on fusion.The simultaneity of on-
sets and offsets across the masker and flanker bursts res
in a slow pattern of correlated intensity changes across
quency regions. Given that such a pattern was nonperio
~i.e., resulting from irregularly-spaced sounds!, it did not
have a frequency of modulation per se. However, one
say that overall it was slow, in that it resulted from sequen
in which the temporal density of the irregular masker a
flanker sounds was low, namely one per 192-ms inter
This is equivalent to 5.2 sounds/s and as such is compar
to a frequency of amplitude modulation of 5 Hz. When te
poral synchrony, favoring fusion, competes with frequen
separation and spatial separation~through presentation in dif-
ferent ears or loudspeakers!, favoring segregation~i.e., di-
minishing fusion!, synchrony played the determinant rol
producing strong fusion~see Figs. 3, 4, 7, and 8!. This pow-
erful effect of synchrony is consistent with past results in
literature~see Darwin and Carlyon, 1995 for a review!.

b. Very weak effect of cross-spectral correlation of fa
varying intensity changes on fusion.The slow correlation in
intensity changes induced by temporal synchrony can
contrasted with that obtained through within-bursts envelo
correlation. The latter is much more rapid and takes pl
over much shorter periods varying from 12 ms~36-ms SOA!
to 48 ms~0-ms SOA! of temporal overlap. Such brief over
laps follow from the use of sounds of a constant 48-ms
ration. The differences in WA resulting from envelope corr
lation were only observed at 0-ms and 12-ms SOA@solid
versus dashed lines in Fig. 4~b!#. These results suggest th
slow, but not fast intensity changes affect cross-spectral
sion. However, the fastest modulation in the envelope sp
trum being nominally 100 Hz~i.e., the width of the common
noise modulator!, there might have been too few samples
the common amplitude envelope for the auditory system
reliably detect it. Future experiments should use noise bu
of a longer duration to determine whether there is a m
mum number of cycles of the correlated waveform necess
to induce fusion. However, to truly compare the effect of t
fast-varying amplitude changes of a local event to the slo
ones of the global sequence on fusion, SOA should be
nipulated independently from the duration of the sounds.6

c. Weak effect of large frequency separations
fusion. The weak, but consistent effect of frequency sepa
tion (DF) in this study replicates that found in a prior RM
experiment, with very similar stimuli~Turgeon, 1999!. This
experiment presented diotically and dichotically 200-H
wide noise bursts, the flanker bands being either 400, 5
700, or 850 Hz remote in frequency from the masker ba
centered at 1500 Hz. Furthermore, the role ofDF in RMR is
compatible with its effect on comodulation masking relea
or CMR ~Hall et al., 1984!: though it did not abolish fusion
it reduced the degree of fusion of temporally overlappin
but asynchronous sounds~see Figs. 3 and 7!. This effect has
some ecological validity since causally related concurr
1827Turgeon et al.: RMR and cross-spectral fusion
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sounds are more likely to cluster in frequency than caus
unrelated ones. For instance, in many species, the so
produced by a male and a female tend to be more distrib
in frequency than those produced by a single female~the
sounds produced by a female being typically in higher f
quency registers than those of a male!. However, being rich
sounds, they are likely to partly overlap in frequency; hen
the auditory system would still have to somehow separate
spectrally overlapped portions.

d. Weak effect of large spatial separations on fusio
Different ears versus different speakers.The weak but con-
sistent effect of spatial separation in diminishing fusion s
gests that it is used by the mammalian brain for sound-so
determination. This is consistent with its role in promoti
the identification of non-speech auditory patterns~Kidd
et al., 1998! and in the localization of concurrent sounds,
shown by studies on the concurrent minimum audible an
in a free field~Perrott, 1984! and in simulated space~Divenyi
and Oliver, 1989!. Taken together, these results suggest t
spatial separation influences sound segregation~‘‘how
many’’!, identification ~‘‘what’’ !, and localization
~‘‘where’’ !, though it is not sufficient to segregate brief, co
current, frequency-separated sounds~i.e., abolish their fu-
sion!. Figure 8 shows that unlike an asynchrony of 48 m
which yielded a near-chance level of performance at e
frequency and spatial separations~i.e., WA near 0!, large
spatial separations of 120 and 180 deg did not prevent
rhythm from being partly released from masking in the a
sence of an asynchrony of at least 36 ms. However, as
et al. ~1996! have proposed, the separation of sources m
play a more important role when more than two concurr
sounds are present. Further research should compare the
tribution of spatial separation under conditions of varyi
number of concurrent sounds.

Figure 8 shows that the clearest effect ofDu on the
segregation of noise bursts is the contrast between so
coming from the same speaker~a Du of 0 deg! or from dif-
ferent ones~Du’s larger than 0 deg!. These results sugges
that the magnitude of the angular separation of sound sou
is irrelevant for the segregation of sounds close togethe
time. A comparison between Figs. 3~a! and 7~a! suggests
another important conclusion: the spatial disparity provid
by dichotic presentation has more impact on the temp
resolution of brief concurrent sounds, than that provided
the spatial separation of their sound sources in a free fiel
might be that dichotic separation is more efficient for sou
segregation because it is an extreme case of interaural d
ences for sounds happening simultaneously, the stimula
of one sound being delivered to one ear only, while that
the other sound~s! is delivered to the other ear only. Th
free-field testing is more akin to real-world situations
which each of many individual sounds stimulates both ea7

though at slightly different times and intensities, allowing f
the computation of the location of each source. We sugg
that when drawing conclusions about the contribution of s
tial disparities, one should not consider dichotic presenta
as reflecting ecologically valid differences in the location
sound sources. Even when two sound sources are clos
different ears, a sound coming from one of them usua
1828 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 4, April 2002
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stimulates the two ears, albeit with larger binaural diffe
ences in intensities and time of arrival than if sources w
closer to the midline axis. For this reason, the separation
sound sources in a free field is considered as more repre
tative of the true contribution of spatial separation to sou
source segregation. This contribution is weak when t
sources are simultaneously active. Further experimenta
should determine whether these conclusions apply to sou
of a longer duration, as well as to temporally contiguous
non overlapping sounds.

2. Binaural fusion is not spectrally limited for the
purpose of sound-source determination

Taken together, the results from dichotic RMR and CM
provide evidence for a process that performs a cross-spe
analysis of the low-rate amplitude changes. It is sugges
that this analysis generalizes to the way in which acou
information that is spread out over the spectrum or o
space will contribute to the perception of either a sing
sound or more than one sound. Contrary to this sugges
some experiments have concluded that binaural fusion
clear spectral limits~Perrott and Barry, 1969; van den Brin
et al., 1976!. Perrott and Barry~1969! have shown that the
fusion of concurrent pure tones presented to the differ
ears is contingent upon them having less than a critical
ference in frequency, which is proportional to the frequen
of the tones themselves~approximately 4% of the latter!.
Other experiments on the concurrent minimum audible an
~CMAA ! in simulated space~Divenyi and Oliver, 1989! and
in a free field ~Perrott, 1984! have demonstrated that th
auditory system has a very poor spatial resolution~as much
as 60 deg! for spectrally overlapping concurrent sounds
well as for spectrally nonoverlapping sounds that are clos
frequency. Assuming that poor spatial resolution is linked
poor perceptual segregation, this provides supportive
dence that the binaural segregation of spectrally overlapp
sounds requires a wide spatial separation. This interpreta
is further reinforced by the work of Scharfet al. ~1976!
which suggests that the segregation of two component
space is most likely to occur when their spectral patte
show little or no overlap. Given that fusion is the absence
segregation,1 if sounds are not segregated in space, as
CMAA, they must be fused, at least partly. Therefore,
gether, the results on binaural fusion and on the CMAA p
vide evidence that the sound-source determination of con
rent sounds is somehow spectrally limited. How can th
results be reconciled with the results obtained with the RM
and CMR paradigms, which together provide evidence fo
cross-spectral binaural analysis underlying sound-source
termination?

The present research suggests that sounds coming
different locations in space can be perceived as a single
vironmental event, without their being spectrally match
~spectral matching being typical of sounds arising from
common natural source!. This is consistent with past obse
vations which mention that spectrally remote sounds
evoke a single image, though it is typically not well localize
and described as ‘‘diffuse’’~Perrott and Barry, 1969; Thur
low and Elfner, 1959!. In the present study, the observatio
Turgeon et al.: RMR and cross-spectral fusion
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of the authors suggest that the fusion of the maskers
flankers which were perceived as being causally related,
were spectrally and spatially remote, produced the local
tion of the masker-flanker complexes to either a virtu
source, or to the veridical source of the flankers. The diff
ent tasks used in the RMR paradigms, CMAA studies, a
other studies of binaural fusion might have been looking
different types of fusion:~i! The fusion of spectrally overlap
ping components distributed in space through binaural cr
correlation localization mechanisms~Jeffress, 1972; Linde-
mann, 1986!; and ~ii ! The fusion of spectrally
nonoverlapping components through independent p
attentive grouping processes.1 When fusion is defined as th
perception, as a single sound event, of many frequency c
ponents that might or might not be distributed in space, th
does not seem to be any spectral limit for fusion. On
other hand, the perception of a single sound event at a d
nite location in the environment~‘‘what is where’’! appears
to be spectrally limited~Divenyi and Oliver, 1989; Perrott
1984; Scharfet al., 1976!.

3. Implications of the results for the psychophysical
limits of event perception

The two RMR experiments suggest that the asynchr
needed for the segregation of brief sound events with ab
onsets and offsets is about 20-to-40 ms; however, it can
lowered by the synergetic action of other simultaneo
grouping cues such as frequency and spatial separatio
well as sequential ones, such as a constant direction of a
chrony. The range of asynchrony thresholds is in gen
agreement with the literature on auditory grouping show
that an asynchrony of 30–40 ms is required for removin
partial from contributing to the overall timbre~Bregman and
Pinker, 1978!, to the lateralization~Hill and Darwin, 1993!
or to the vowel identity~Darwin, 1981! of a complex sound.
If timbre, vowel quality, and perceived lateralization are a
sumed to be properties of perceptually segregated sou
one should expect this close correspondence. The 20-t
ms asynchrony in these phenomena is about an order of m
nitude higher than the 2–3 ms required for the cross-spe
detection of an asynchrony~Green, 1973! and an order of
magnitude lower than the 200–300 ms asynchrony prev
ing a partial from contributing to the pitch of a complex to
~Darwin and Ciocca, 1992!. The fact that a just detectabl
asynchrony is not sufficient to segregate temporally over
ping sounds in different parts of the spectrum is compat
with the observation that listeners report only a single cl
while reliably detecting very small asynchronies~Green,
1973!. At the other extreme, the discrepancy between
temporal limits for pitch and for event perception might i
dicate different underlying neural mechanisms. The temp
limits for event perception should be further investigate
especially as they relate to other spectro-temporal regu
ties known to influence auditory organization, both of loc
properties of a sequence~e.g., duration and rate of onset an
offset of each sound! and global ones~e.g., tempo, distribu-
tion of silent intervals!. Further experiments should also loo
at how time-varying intensity changes interact with spec
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 4, April 2002
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regularities influencing the computation of pitch and the
sion of the tonal sounds forming harmonic and inharmo
complexes~Roberts and Brunstrom, 1998!.

4. Implications of the results for the probabilistic
approach to event perception

In complex world environments, many sources of aco
tic evidence typically converge upon a common percept
interpretation: sounds come from the same spatial locat
start and stop at the same time and undergo common spe
temporal changes. The present study created compet
among alternative auditory organizations. Such ambigu
stimuli unveil the relative importance of grouping cues.
this study, despite the combined effect of frequency and s
tial separation in favoring segregation, simultaneous sou
fused strongly enough to perceptually release the rhy
from masking. The possibility that temporal synchrony
‘‘weighted’’ more strongly than frequency and spatial sep
ration taken together has ecological validity. Temporal co
cidence is a highly reliable and robust property of the co
ponents of biologically relevant sounds. Although it is like
for sounds coming from different sources to have some
gree of temporal overlap, it is highly unlikely that they ha
pen to start and stop at exactly the same time. On the o
hand, frequency separation is not as reliable a cue since
current sounds coming from a common biological sou
typically occupy different frequency regions~Yost and Sheft,
1993!; conversely those coming from different sources c
overlap in frequency. Similarly, causally related sounds n
not have a sharply focused location, because they go thro
and around some surfaces and are reflected by others.
cause of these properties of the acoustic world, onset s
chrony and deviations from it are more informative to a b
logical system than either the frequency or the spa
separation of acoustic components. This might explain w
asynchrony contributed more to sound segregation than o
cues did in the present study. Such a weighted contribu
might, however, be dependent on the particular methodol
of RMR studies as well as the parameters values use
these experiments. Experiments with other tasks and stim
should look at the issue to determine to what extent th
results are generalizable to the perceptual organization
complex sounds.
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1Glossary of terms:Auditory groupinginvolves the perceptual organizatio
of sound components into coherent perceptual units. These units ca
isolated sound events~e.g., a hand clap! or sequences of them~e.g., a
melody!, also known as streams. The term ‘‘grouping’’ typically encom
passes both thefusion of n sound components~usually concurrent ones!
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into a single event and theirsegregationasn distinct sounds~sequential or
concurrent ones!. Pre-attentive auditory groupingresults from biologically
implemented processes exploiting environmental regularities with adap
value; this is independent of acquired knowledge, not under the contro
attentional mechanisms and can be contrasted with attentionally dr
grouping ~Bregman, 1990!. Cross-spectral integrationis the summing up
of time-varying intensity changes across frequency-selective channels
information might or might not be weighted equally in different channe
Cross-spectral fusionhappens when cross-spectral integration leads to
perception of multiple frequency components as a single sound event

2We conceive of fusion and segregation as being the two extremes
continuum: at one extreme, many sound components are fused, that is
are perceived as one sound event; at the other extreme, they are segre
that is, perceived as separate sound events. There are intermediate ca
partial fusionon this continuum in which many sound components can
perceived as many sound events or as a single one with global prop
different from those of its parts. For such ambiguous percepts, wha
heard depends on attentional factors and/or cognitive expectations, su
trying to hear out the individual notes of a chord versus the whole ch
Although segregation is assumed to be inversely correlated with fusion
clarity purposes, the results have been described mainly, in terms of
grees of fusion,’’ such as complete fusion, partial fusion, no fusion~i.e.,
segregation!. This is not to imply that we take a position about whether
not fusion is the default for simultaneous sounds. In the statement
hypotheses and interpretation of results, we refer to both ‘‘fusion’’ a
‘‘segregation;’’ the use of each term being justified by how a cue is ty
cally described in the literature~e.g., a segregation cue, in the case of on
asynchrony and a fusion cue, in the case of a common fundamenta
quency!.

3In RMR, a sequence is masked but its individual sounds are not. This
of masking can be distinguished from that due to peripheral signal-to-n
constraints~Zwicker, 1970!. Suchenergetic maskingtakes place between
temporally overlapping sounds that are either spectrally overlapping
close in frequency~e.g., when a noise burst perceptually masks a simu
neously present sinusoidal signal situated in the same frequency regio
in CMR!. The sequential maskingin RMR is more akin toinformational
masking~IM ! in which the signal and maskers are perceptually segreg
objects~Kidd et al., 1994!. Unlike IM, in which the release from masking
can be due to spectral or temporal regularities among the subset of se
tial target components that are not shared by the masking ones, in RMR
sequential property distinguishes the components of the target rhythm
those of the masking sequence~i.e., apart from their regular vs irregula
arrangement!. Rather, the rhythm is released from masking by spec
temporal regularities relating the concurrent maskers and flankers
cause them to fuse perceptually.

4This effect of frequency separation between the on-signal masking b
and the flanking bands might be inflated by within-channel processes,
as ‘‘dip listening’’ ~Schooveveldt and Moore, 1987!.

5Sensitivity to Rhythm 1 (d8) and response biases~c! were estimated for
each subject from signal detection theory. In terms ofZ ~i.e., the inverse of
the normal distribution function!, d8 is defined asZ(H)2Z(F) and c, as
0.5* @Z(H)1Z(F)#; where ‘‘H’’ is the proportion of Hits and ‘‘F’’ is the
proportion of False Alarms. In the present experiments, ‘‘H’’ was the pro-
portion of correctly identified Rhythm 1 and ‘‘F,’’ that of falsely identified
Rhythm 1~i.e., Rhythm 2 was present!. To avoid values of infinity in the
computation ofd8, proportions of 1 were converted into 0.999; this yiel
a d8 value of 6.18. Hence, we used ad8 value of 0 as the chance-leve
performance, and ad8 of 6.18 as the perfect performance. When the f
quency of response to Rhythm 1 across all trials is equal to that of Rhy
2, the response bias statistic~c! equals zero~i.e., False Alarm and Miss
rates are equal!. A positive or a negativec indicates a higher tendency t
respond ‘‘Rhythm 1’’ or ‘‘Rhythm 2,’’ respectively.

6The lack of discriminability of fast-varying amplitude correlations might
responsible for the lack of an RMR effect. Another concern is that
period of within-burst correlation decreased with asynchrony. Con
quently, part of the SOA effect might reflect the reduction of fine-sc
envelope correlation. This follows from the constant duration of the bur
which allowed for a wider range in the selection of the silent interv
between irregular bursts. Despite the possible contribution of
correlated-envelope duration to the overall effect of SOA~half of the
masker-flanker events being correlated!, there was a clear effect of SOA o
fusion. SOA had a strongly significant effect@p,1025#, both for the con-
ditions of this experiment, and in a prior experiment in which the mask
and flankers were always uncorrelated~Turgeon, 1999!.
1830 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 111, No. 4, April 2002
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7There are some rare exceptions to this generalization; for instance
sound produced when there is an insect in one ear stimulates only
receptors in that ear.
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